WHY BOOK KOSTYA AS YOUR EVENT ENTERTAINER?
A WORLD-CLASS ENTERTAINER

Kostya Kimlat is a world-renowned entertainer,
speaker and sleight-of-hand close-up magician. He
has amazed groups at exclusive private and corporate
events in over 200 cities on 5 continents. In his home
town of Orlando, he leads the team of magicians for
the NBA’s Orlando Magic, entertaining thousands of
fans at the games since 2010. Kostya’s specialties are
sleight-of-hand and sleight-of-mind. No matter how
closely you watch, you won’t see a thing. So prepare
yourself for an unforgettable experience. Get ready
to be entertained, delighted and completely fooled!
You’re going to love every moment!
“Kostya’s show is an unforgettable, must-see event!”
—WHERE ORLANDO
“Brilliant! Just Brilliant!” —Penn Jillette
“...! …!” —Teller

AN INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED LECTURER & SPEAKER

Kostya is a world-famous teacher and lecturer,
presenting at seminars for thousands of magicians
across the world. His books and DVDs have been
translated into multiple languages. In 2006, Kostya
was the youngest magician to appear on the cover of
MAGIC Magazine—a leading industry publication. The
famous Magic Castle in Hollywood, CA has said that
Kostya is “transforming the art of close-up magic.”
Along with multiple first place awards, in 2015 Kostya
performed for the Las Vegas duo, Penn & Teller on
their hit CW TV Show, Penn and Teller: Fool Us, with
an original piece of magic using an ordinary deck
of playing cards. You have to see it for yourself to
believe it!

PERFORMING MAGIC WITH A SOPHISTICATED TOUCH

Whether on stage or one-on-one, Kostya engages
crowds with ease, creating a warm and welcoming
atmosphere. Professional and polished, Kostya’s
performances are requested again and again. This
is why Kostya has been invited to perform magic
for Medal of Honor Recipients at the Presidential
Inaugural Ball in Washington D.C. While he mingles
with guests at a reception, amazing them with jawdropping magic, what he’s really doing is building
relationships and creating a fun and friendly
atmosphere throughout the crowd. Kostya engages
and entertains with clean humor and interesting
presentations. People love the participation and they
love being fooled by a gentleman.

“What Kostya does is amazing, and it makes a meaningful
impact on our clients. We want to bring him to every event
we do because he makes us look good, and that’s the icing
on the cake.” —Donna Barnard, CPS Meetings & Incentives
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“What a sensational hit you were at the Presidential
Inaugural Ball! Thank you for providing such warmth and
grace to accent your marvelous talents. Many of our guests
are still telling us what fun they had! Please let this be
my fair warning to anyone that should they ever
get a chance to see you, they are dealing
with a world-class entertainer! Absolutely
incredible!” —Peter G. Executive Director,
American Legion, Washington D.C.

